
Updated Features Instructions (iOS 1.2.8, Android 1.0.9) 
 

1. Any registered inspector can now complete, download and register the inspection 

to the server, even if he/she is not the one who started the inspection.  

To register an inspector, go to the web dashboard → Tab Devices on the menu → Tab 

sub-menu of the device you want to add the inspector to → Add New Inspector → Input 

inspector’s email address and click CONFIRM 

2. We have added min/max/overall average/EPA protocol average to the exported 

inspection data file and report. Read more about the EPA protocol here. 

 

https://archive.epa.gov/epa/sites/production/files/2019-07/documents/indoor_radon_and_radon_decay_product_measurement_device_protocol.pdf


2. Registered logos can be reused in the next report. 

When you upload a logo when generating a report, the last logo you uploaded is always 

automatically included in the report. 

          

4. New Radon levels and status based on EPA and WHO recommendations:  

0~<2.7: No Action Required, 2.7~<4: Some Concern. 4~: Action Required 

 



5. New Radon level status detail popup 

Click on the radon level card and the popup window will appear. 

            

 

*Radon Level Confidence Interval: 

The average, lower and upper levels of 95% confidence interval, based on the last 1 
hour measurement with 6 data points. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6. Updated inspection setting for wait time (2h -> 4h) 

This wait time is to address a special case where the inspection start needs to be 
delayed. Regardless of this setting, we now provide both overall average and EPA 
protocol average value in report and raw data. 

EPA protocol average* - is calculated by excluding the first 4 hours data from the 
collected dataset. 

Example 1 - wait time: none, inspection duration: 52 hrs. => overall average is from 1 to 
52 hourly data, EPA protocol average is from 5 to 52 hourly data (i.e., 48 hours 
inspection data average) 

Example 2 - wait time: 8 hrs., inspection duration 52 hrs. => overall average is from 1 to 
52 hourly data (the inspection starts after 8 hrs waiting), EPA protocol average is from 5 
to 52 hourly data 

 

 

 

 

 
 


